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Subject: Abused children -- Wounds and injuries -- United States. Excerpt: . . . are exploring. You may
think the sink is too high for access by the child, but a determined child may have climbed from a
step stool, to the toilet seat, to a hamper, and then the sink. Accurate measurements of the items
involved in the incident - tub, basin, stove height, height to object, etc. - are essential. Photographs
of these items should document the size and shape of the item and should contain a measure scale.
Always use color 35mm film for photographs. It will give you maximum clarity and detail and is
best suited for making enlargements for court evidence. Instant cameras are acceptable but do not
give the same clarity and produce photographs less suitable for enlargements. All body parts
should be photographed. Photographs should include a standard front, standard back, standard
left, and standard right. The significantly burned areas should be particularly...
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Reviews
Undoubtedly, this is actually the finest work by any writer. It is really basic but excitement within the fi y percent of your publication. Your way of life
period is going to be enhance as soon as you comprehensive looking over this ebook.
-- Ma tt Ma g g io
The ebook is fantastic and great. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I am just pleased to inform you that this is the greatest book
i have got study inside my personal daily life and could be he best pdf for at any time.
-- Miss Sha ny Tillma n
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